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producers of food, like the wage earners, do not get a cultural in­
fluence of the country dwellers in a civilization domi­
mon and quality to society. The Association, therefore, need make no apology
important task in its entire career than the discussion of the
theme which has been chosen for its next conference—"Kural-

"RURAL-URBAN RELATIONSHIPS"

The American Farm Bureau Federation considers this to be one of its
important tasks in its entire career. The country dweller is an integral
part of the community and should be treated with respect and
understanding.

In order to improve the quality of life in rural areas, the American Farm
Bureau Federation has been working on several initiatives, including
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200 Hear State Farm Bureau, and the students will have been there. For $125.00 you can buy, on an average, delivered to your station, 25 tons Solvay Limestone containing 12.8 tons of lime oxide, or 1 cent for each ton saved. For more information contact your Solvay Sales Corporation representative.

CLINTON BUREAU OPENS 1928 WORK

Chances are you'll notice the new Clinton Farm Bureau sign on the front of the courthouse in downtown Clinton. This Service to Farmers is a Haven for Out-of-Towners, at the Budget Tents is due to the efforts of the Clinton Farm Bureau. A new program for 1928.

Do Your Own Selling

When you sell your stock to the processing plants and sell it at the terminal market, you get the price asked for your stock and your farm is completely cashed in. If you sell your stock to the processing plants and sell it at the terminal market, you get the price asked for your stock and your farm is completely cashed in. If you sell your stock to the processing plants and sell it at the terminal market, you get the price asked for your stock and your farm is completely cashed in.

50C OFF

A Real Underwear Sale

We like to plan our stock to underwrite each season and to spend it up, we have decided to make an attractive stock to move proposition to our Farmers News read- ers. We have our Solvay Underwear house and we are underwriting the regular price and the offered price. It is a good time to buy at what you are going to have, and have the differ- ence.

Freight Rates On Farm Commodities

The Traffic Service Department of the Michigan State Farm Bureau will check up on the charges on your freight, the whole cost of freight, the rate on your freight, and the rate on your freight, and you will receive your freight at the rate on your freight.

Diseases of a Live Stock Disease Resistant

Lamb's and Sheep's Disease Resistant Light Kidney Red

State Farm Bureau

Clothing Department

704 South Cass Street

Lansing, Mich.
Lumps Hinder Plant Growth—Crush Them

Lumps hinder plant growth. Roots, which cannot penetrate them, must go around. This loses time and energy which results in a small crop yield.

A Culti-Parer grinds these chucks into fine yellow particles ready to supply food to the plant.

The Improved Culti-Parer is sold to you ON A MONEY BACK GUARANTEE by the Michigan Farm Bureau Seed Service.

LUMPS HINDER PLANT GROWTH
CRUSH THEM

The Culti-Parer Is Made Only By Dunham Exclusive Dunham Features
QUICK DEFERRABLE WHEELS
Remotely controlled, far winding rates or other crop uses.
AUTOMATIC PRESSURE CONTROL
Adjusts to all crop conditions. "Ingenious, simple, saving time.

FREE CATALOGUE—10c postcards—money refunded if not satisfied.

LUMPS HINDER PLANT GROWTH—CRUSH THEM

March 14, 1928

MICHIGAN FARM BUREAU NEWS

FEED MORE SALT
Do you want to make your market more sure? Get the farmer a better home. Keep the farmland fertile. Feed more salt to your crops. Feed More Non-Caking Salt and Avoid Fungal Enemies.

EMBLEMS OF QUALITY
On Which Michigan Farmers Depend

MICHIGAN FARM BUREAU
SEEDS—QUALITY SEEDS—FEEDS
FERTILIZER and Adapts to Michigan Farms

MICHIGAN FARM BUREAU
SEED SERVICE—SUPPLY SERVICE
Lansing, Michigan

LUMPS HINDER PLANT GROWTH
CRUSH THEM

Lumps hinder plant growth. Roots, which cannot penetrate them, must go around. This loses time and energy which results in a small crop yield.

A Culti-Parer grinds these clods into fine yellow particles ready to supply food to the plant.

The Improved Culti-Parer is sold to you ON A MONEY BACK GUARANTEE by the Michigan Farm Bureau Seed Service.